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lost and enjoyed before I could descend to a cool and minute
investigation." * At the time of the fall of the Jesuits (1773)
Rome was a vast city, about twelve miles in circumference,
including many huge and stately palaces, some 300 churches,
triumphal arches, fountains, amphitheatres, circuses, obelisks,
open spaces. It was a romantic, entrancing city of the Middle
Ages and Renaissance, but less classical in appearance than it
is now, for the Forum had not yet been uncovered. Amo^g
the cities of Europe it was unique, as Smollett noted, for the
" prodigious quantities of cool delicious water, brought in
acqueducts from different lakes, rivers, and sources." " These
works," the observant physician continued, " are the remains
of the munificence and industry of the ancient Romans, who
were extremely delicate in the article of water; but, however,
great applause is also due to those beneficent Popes who have
been at the expense of restoring and repairing those noble
channels of health, pleasure, and convenience."
In spite of all this the city was not well kept. " This great
plenty of water," wrote Smollett," has not induced the Romans
to be cleanly." He is here referring to the place, not the people,
" Their streets, and even their palaces, are disgraced with filth.
The noble Piazza Navona is adorned with three or four foun-
tains, one of which is perhaps the most magnificent that Europe
can produce, and all of them discharge vast streams of water;
but notwithstanding this provision, the piazza is almost as
dirty as West Smithfield, where the cattle are sold in London.
The corridors, arcades, and even staircases belonging to their
most elegant palaces are depositaries of nastiness, and indeed
in summer smell as strong as hartshorn." * Horace Walpole
wrote to his friend Richard West in 1740 :
I am very glad thyt*. I see Rome while yet it exists; before a great
number of years have elapsed I question whether it will be worth
seeing. Between the ignorance and poverty of the present Romans,
everything is neglected and falling to decay; the villas are entirely
1 Edward Gibbon, Autobiography (ed, 1907), pp. 158^159,
* Tobks. Smollett, Travels through France and Italy> Letter XXX (Feb-
ruary 28, 1765).

